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Welcome back to another episode of the leading saints. Podcast if you've enjoyed content on
this podcast. It's important that i tell you about the leading saints newsletter that we send out
every week this newsletter keeps you up to date on all current leading saints content releases
including podcasts articles online events and even live events. That might be happening in your
own area in this newsletter. We also recommend some past episodes and written articles that
you don't want to miss each week. We include additional leadership perspectives and thoughts.
That you can only find in the weekly newsletter. So you definitely don't want to miss out to
subscribe to the weekly newsletter simply text. The word lead to four seven four seven four
seven or visit leading saints dot slash. Subscribe to i'm rob hillman. I live in iowa. City iowa
originally from eastern idaho. And one thing i've appreciated about leading saints is the feeling
that being a leader being able to have a connection with the saviour Is something that we do by
being active in sort of anxiously engaged in her gospel. And i sort of feel that as i listened to the
podcast Listen to the interviews. And i feel a genuine sense that you know. We're all needed at
the church. Through the the approach that kerr takes leading saints. I really appreciate the us
leading. Saints is a nonprofit organization. Dedicated to helping latter-day saints be better
prepared to lead and we do that through as including this very podcast that you're listening to. I
hope you subscribe. Maybe leave this a review while you're at it and i think you'll enjoy the
content. You find on this podcast. And then jump over deleting saints dot org and you'll find
thousands of articles dedicated to leadership context as it relates to being latter day. Saint we
have virtual summits that we've done tricks out on social media and also of weekly newsletter
that goes out that has unique content. You won't find anywhere else so a jump into the leading
saints world. We're glad to have you. It came as a result of the position of leadership which was
imposed upon us by the god of heaven who brought four restoration of the gospel of jesus.
Christ when the declaration was made concerning the allman only true and living church on the
face of the heart. We were immediately put in a position of loan loneliness of leadership from
which we cannot shrink nor run away and which we must face up with boldness and courage



and ability. I'm here with mike telling you mike great. I'm glad and terrified to be here now. Talent
set the scene here like this is an atypical. Setting for the podcast. I usually court where we add
in. What are we doing here. We are just outside of one ship. Utah at big canyon ranch at
immense warrior heart bootcamp retreat and is the most beautiful place in the world and we're
surrounded by twelve over the most beautiful men in the world that we have a live studio
audience. Everybody make noise and say hi. Wow that sounds like it was twenty four men
housing it see. We've we promoted these these boot camps on the podcast in many many men
are here because of some of those podcasts. That the promotions we've done and what would
you say you're currently serving as bishop latter-day saints. Here you are what people check
this out. I wish i could bring my entire y say ward here. Mail to the bootcamp females to the
heart of a woman This is the real deal. It doesn't substitute for anything that we already believe
in the church. It doesn't conflict with anything. It helps me helped me and helps us to see
another side of god that maybe we didn't learn growing up may we weren't taught exactly this
way in the church. Yeah there's there's beauty and sort of stepping back and maybe taking a
different perspective riley. That's right i speak. I speak spanish. And there's nothing wrong with
being bilingual spiritually as well and so being able to see god in this way it's a beautiful thing for
sure helpful so if if people are listening to check it out I've done a few episodes on it. They're the
one that comes to mind is search on leading saints dot org for title. Is elders corn working. And
we interview steve shields james. A lot of the the presenters here and people are involved in
and then give you better. I did boot camp. He rose rights then go to a warrior heart dot com day.
Get all the details. And we'll see him at a future one. Don't delay the next one.
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I think is in november twenty twenty. One don't miss the opportunity. That's right that's right. Well
i wanted to add while you're up. You're you're originally you live in georgia. You're not originally
from there. But you live in georgia. Yeah we've been in georgia a little over thirty years south just
south of atlanta. I was born in utah. Raised in seattle washington and We my wife. And i have to
remarried moved to the five years in seattle. And then we've been in atlanta for over thirty years
raised our family. They're nice and you're currently serving as bishop area like that sort of thing.
Yeah we do not have a college or university that brings kids to us rather where like a local ward
that we serve to stakes to family steaks and and so our kids a come. We have more in the
summer than we do in the wintertime. And we'll have seventy or eighty kids attend every sunday
in the summertime and It drops off a little in the fall as going back to school and pick back up in
the in the summer. So it's beautiful area super green Georgia's very very pretty state. See cover
to stakes. But you are. You're under the direction of one of those state president's direct you i'm
going to name names of Of the stakes does it matter. How whatever. okay. Yeah i'm the
fayetteville georgia wia say ward. We're in the fable georgia steak but we cover also most of the
newnan georgia state which was just created less than a year ago. So we've gotten to know
each other just the various camps ben out together and A little bit about your story not
completely about got to drive up here and i heard a your shout to me. Last few weeks not
insured. You'd have been called as as a bishop. And and i know you have an interesting pass
may be. Maybe i don't know if i would say atypical or different. But you know we're all we're all



on a journey of redemption and sending and and you know turn into torch christ but sometimes
we stigmatize some of those past. Sometimes you think. Yeah christ you know. He heals all and
Forgiveness is real but maybe certain people shouldn't end up in a high profile influential
callings but i. I really wanna tear that stigma down. Because i've met so many people who i
thought no even people who've lost their membership or membership removing come back and i
think man. Nobody better would be a bishop than i could. List the names of men like that and
That's not that's not an option or it isn't we don't let it be an option so let's go back to the
beginning of your story Where where does it begin. What's what was the moment. Well i would
remind the listeners that you should never trust a skinny cook. And so i would never trust a to
holy. Bishop that's That's what i'll say. None of what i say is about blame. I'm gonna talk about
my parents a little bit and how that created some wounds in me growing up and what they did to
me and how i reacted and they're still alive and this is not to blame them. They're good people.
That did the best they could but it wasn't enough and that's probably god's plan is that we have
imperfect people around us so that we will see him and not seek them but as i find my wounds.
It's it's not to blame. Anybody is just so that. I could identify examine them and actually have
more love and compassion for them than i did in the midst of my afflictions. If you will yeah you
know. I appreciate mentioned that because it's you know there are. There are some tragedies
out. There are some abusive parents and people that really made some special wounds that
nobody would get out of some of those relationships without spiritual wounds times. It's the
wounds of mortality people doing the with their best intentions help trying to help somebody and
they end up. You know maybe taking pushing someone the the direction they didn't mean to
push them. Yeah yeah everybody's got problems and we inflict those on everybody around us
and and the job is is Not to blame anybody but to understand them and only then can we
process them. I think and move forward. So as a young kid. I was born in provo utah. We moved
to seattle is about six years old. There was a lot of stress and confusion chaos in her home lot
going on between mom and dad dad in mid sixties like ninety sixty five or so he was a one
hundred thousand miler for united airlines which today's nothing but that was a big deal in the
mid sixties. He traveled a lot. He was gone a lot and so he was absent. So six kids. And i think
that in dad's absence mom tried to create strong emotional bonds to get support from us. Kids
there was no sexual abuser. Or beatings or anything like that. But i think there was an
emotional. Incest is the way that i describe it. Yeah and that's i mean that's a clinical term is. I
mean therapist will use that. I've read one book about it. Nobody's nobody's told without a
diagnosed me with it. That's myself a shocking term but basically means that your mother was
turning to you for that emotional support that she needed and didn't get in the in the relationship
there. Yeah so from the outside six kids we were good luck on a smart and talented and we
were pretty normal or or maybe normal plus from the outside but at home there's a lot of turmoil
and There's there's i mean from the outside looking in pretty traditional absolutely absolutely
church every sunday.
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everybody doing what they're supposed to do for the most part. Yeah nobody went to jail so
anyway. But internally i didn't know how to handle these emotional difficulties in these triggers. It



was hard and sort of at a very young age. began to isolate. Feel shame over. Not being proud of
who i was and they were in stuff in about ten years. Old friend showed me a playboy magazine.
That was a great thing. I've ever for me. It was like snorting cocaine instantly. I was hooked. I
knew that. I do whatever it took for. As long as it took me to continue to get that feeling. I know
that not everybody that drinks becomes an alcoholic connecticut. That looks at porn- Becomes a
porn attic but for me it was instant attempt ten years old cub scout. And i have no idea what's
happening to me so used to visit a friend and we'd ride through the woods and under a log was
hidden a tied box and discovered there was a stash of playboy magazine. You know who's the
weather just. They're just there he found. It showed me. And and so i'd visit the tide box often
and my shame got deeper and deeper and increased and and then doing. The addiction
became a way to escape the shame which comes first the chicken or the exit. Shame or or the
vision but boy they they cohabitate and they they really promote each and tech type major that
initial shame mike because you are hearing rehearing messages at church like you shouldn't
look at these things but you were drawn to it like it wasn't the absolutely it was it was forbidden.
It was the wrong thing to do it i. I was confused. Because i had friends that i used to babysit for
some leaders and i would see playboy magazines in their home and i was confused about some
of this but i knew it was wrong that i wasn't supposed to be done. Yeah yeah and they That you
knew it was wrong but you wanted it so abdrei lutely shame. Just oh yeah. I was out of control
but again start at ten years old. There was i didn't know what to do. It could not regulate
emotions or desires at that point so that continued and i'm remember about fourteen years old
as reading tv guide. You remember those remember. I'm born in nineteen fifty eight so is early
seventies about fourteen. I'm reading the tv guide about some rockstar and he's describing his
heroin addiction. The addiction cycle the guilt. The craving you know and the acting out and i
realized by reading his heroine's story. I am addicted to pornography. And that word had never
been put to it too. And i should say sonam. Fourteen by being ordained a deacon was delayed.
Give me time to repent like being. I was open with my bishops being ordained teacher. Your
priest even elder was delayed in order to give me. Was it hard for you the first time done to open
up and shut that with your ship or did you share it with your parents or Didn't talk about. I got
caught by my parents timer to over the years. But i didn't share it with them. No but i was pretty
with bishop. I wanted help. And i didn't know what the source was and of course good bishops.
All they could say at the time was owed or just stop doing that. And then your depression go.
Just stop doing that and you feel better about yourself. Oh just doing that. Exactly like porn was
the source that was the province. of course. that's one of the things i've come to learn. His at the
issue symptom stimulate that addiction cycle to keep right. But i thought well dub bishop of. I
never thought of not doing that anymore. You know pretty a novel idea. Yeah so and this is back
in the so late sixties early seventies most fish. I mean there's nothing. No perspective i mean.
People aren't openly discussion. The idea of quote addiction. It was just. It was just week
nassar. Just bad habits. It was just you know a compulsive behavior may be but there was no
real discussion of addiction in conference or church me anything like going back with the best
intentions. Your bishop beat me. Great people. And i love them and they they they give the best
guidance they had but it wasn't good enough so mission until you get up your mission
everything gets pushed back. Everything's screwed up again shortly. After i had michigan before
his post report when talked to the bishop stake president they call salt lake. What if he can just
hang on until he reports to the mtc we'll still let him go and chug on my mission and went to go.



Argentina argentina atomosa contine melby bijon sway low best mission in the world had a
great mission president great companions and state clean for most of my mission probably
twenty months and then in the end and my mission.
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And for me say i. I didn't seek pornography at didn't masturbate. Yeah and and so i but then
having that occur again at the end of my mission than that made my entire mission of failure for
me. Increase the shame increase the here the adversaries message in that right like the rest of
the twenty months down the toilet powerful shame. Yeah absolutely none of that counted in part
of that you know or culture in our miss understanding of all the sands return back to her. That's
not what that means. But but i didn't know that at the time. So i came home. I remember even
told the mission mean. I came home on time. But i remember telling mission president. I'm not
even gonna ask you for temperament. And i told them what i'd done and he said well that's up to
you and So i come home shames deeper than ever. And i can't even keep it together when your
missionary right like that's the you must really really be a bad person as he. That's the message.
I'm getting all through the first twenty. Twenty one years of my life is that everybody else is
normal and the only one that suffering these things. You the classic. If you knew who i was. You
couldn't love me. I'm a terrible person. I must be like the jews. The spat on christ. I'm the white
had separate car with the bones inside and the rotting flesh. I stink. I'm horrible and and nobody
else is like this. If they knew who. I was the couldn't love me and i discovered i didn't allow
myself. I figured i must hate the save. Your figured he must hate me. Why else would i do this. If
i wasn't one of those that would have you know. Mocked him and stuff. Because i felt like i was
marking. Right yeah men. I shouldn't do this. And i know i should buy still return to it. M slapping
him in the face right. It's kind of like mark twain. Said it's easy to quit smoking. I've done
hundreds of times. I had quit hundreds of times. Swore it'd be the last i haven't had a
well-meaning home teacher say have you ever asked the lord that if you ever did it again that he
would take your life. Wow okay. that was unhelpful. Detentions somewhere i guess. No no
absolutely and again. I and i never wanted. I never tried to commit suicide. But there were many
times when i did wish i was dead. I just wish. I didn't have to deal with it. Couldn't do it so had
bishops telling me. Hey no problem. Once you get married he can have real sex and
pornography won't be an attraction in later after marriage at stake present trying to work with us
and that but if you had sex every day with andrea your wife would that would solve it right again
best intentions but no clue about what's going on or so we got engaged and my problem
surfaced again. I had gone months and months without and then my problems because it was
never solved right an and discuss it with your wife before you got married. Well we delayed our
marriage so more delays yet more delays lifestyle. Hold so i call scheduled to go visit her at
thanksgiving. We were supposed to get married. In december. i was living out west. She was in
north carolina. And i called on the phone. Cancer pre cell phones. I couldn't texture the
cancellation of our wedding so i called her. And said hey. It's just not going to work. Talk to you
when i get there again. More shame embarrassment and show when i got her over thanksgiving
then. We sat and talked. And i told her everything told her everything that i knew about. She and
i agreed with the bishop that once we got married it wouldn't be a problem. Right why would you



want real sex. We had no idea but so we re set a date and and delayed couple of months and
got married The nfl buren and life was going to be good. I was going to be normal. Then you're
free one spree. I came to see my life and then of course that wasn't true because pornography
has nothing to do with sex not addicts. Won't understand that but the best analogy. I've come up
with over the years. Is that porn has no more to do with sex than alcoholism has to do with
thirst. An alcoholic drink because he's thirsty. He drinks because he's underlying issues at a
porn addict doesn't look porn because he needs more sex and he's better sex needs a different
kind of sexy needs other sex partners porn. It looks at sex for the same reason that an alcoholic
drinks. And that's because of unmet needs. I had a counselor tell me twenty years ago before is
rated here that he only two ways illustrates that point. You only have two ways to get rid of an
addiction and why was to trade it for another addiction. Said we see that a lot. I don't
recommend it but the other way was to honest work. A twelve step program and it was true that
and that kind of that analogy that is true. Different addictions have different consequences.
Addictions are the same.
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Whether it's cutting porn anger gambling hair pulling having to be right. It doesn't matter alcohol
drugs. It doesn't matter what the addiction is. The root cause and the solution is the same even
though consequences are different sometimes. Yeah wow so. How soon after your marriage did
you realize. Maybe he had some slip ups or whatever you think. Oh wow. this didn't go away
you know. I don't remember exactly but it would have only been a couple of months. Yeah and
then terrible shame of course associated with that. I confessed multiple times to my wife through
the years. She also caught me a couple of times through the years. I've you don't left a
magazine around or some stupid like that. And and she says. I think he wanted to get caught.
And maybe i did still wasn't ready to be to be healed. I didn't i didn't understand the difference
between sobriety and recovery. I thought you know sobriety. Just not doing. It is what i was after.
And i didn't realize that there was healing and healing and recovery available to me. I thought all
there was was maybe sobriety. And that's really the pitfall especially as a church leader so much
in that effort of louis. The baby under control right. And then. then we'll worry about the healing
gore. I'd or wants the is gone. Make your bishops earlier. That's doing the hurting soclean for
month. Be cleaned for three months. And then we'll go but you've never resolved the wounds in
the hurting that was underneath in the first place. My shame was never addressed. My fears
were never addressed all these years. I'm sixty two now. And i'm still just a little boy that wants
to be loved. I wanted some control. Wanted some love i wanted. I wanted to be accepted and
porn. Eh addiction gives you a certain amount of control a certain amount you know. If i'm
depressed. I can elevate my mood. If if my if i'm too high you know high in a mood i can
suppress my addiction. Does that for you. We do addictions because for a very short period of
time. They weren't and you don't have to look at the the wounding that's happened in your life.
The spectral wounding or the hurt. When you can just control that and amount right wing means
spring. Upper the lemmings. Bring you down right at every time you do it of course then you
creating new wounds for yourself and you create a new guilt. Shame and and just kind of going
so in this. I mean you. Can you mentioned before. Record the thirty eight year journey. I mean is



that. I mean just sort of this cycle weather sometimes. It was a really short cycle. Maybe other
times. It was a longer cycle but nonetheless the cycle was happening. Those are there was
always. If you if you offer me a thousand dollars to obstain for expert at time it probably would
have failed the day before. Or whatever because deadlines pressures you know. Those are all
artificial. Things have nothing to do with healing and recovery. They only have to do with artificial
sobriety and not doing. It is not the same as being held and being recovery. So at what point did
you. I don't know if this is the next step in your recovery. But when did you turn to the twelve
steps. I don't know that time is of the church. The church have their formal twelve step program.
They had they started about fifteen sixteen years ago from now. I kinda hit a rock bottom. I was
in a community play. And i had to kiss his girl on stage and i started kissing her off. Stage trying
to figure out what would be the next step. How do i how. I pursue that and then about the same
time. Three o'clock in the morning one came down to the basement. Two story house plus a
basement and she made her way down to the basement about in the morning and caught me
on the computer but a porn and she said fight a baseball bat. Right now you'd be dead and she
made me call my sec present the next morning. We're pretty good friends with him. He was an
ex marine colonel and my priesthood leader says and gynecology right he said. Damn you my
co tailing. You're going to ruin a perfectly good family. I'm too mad to talk to you right now. Click
so that was the love. I got from my first priesthood call and that was a saturday and then the
next day sunday went and talked to my bishop and i so at this point. What makes this rock
bottom because your your wife had cut you before. Yes not in the act but but she had yes but
she found evidence before and i had confessed overtime to before. What made a rock bottom.
Is i realized that she said that. God woke her up and said go. Check on mike. That seemed
terribly unfair to me. I mean sounds ridiculous to say it that way. But if god's on her side. How
am i ever going to be able to keep doing this. The whole point is isolation and secrecy. And you
know they say a that. You're only as sick as your secrets. And obviously i would act out for time
then confessed to her bishop knack for time and confess to her and a bishop for that kind of
think. So but what made this different. I realized in the bottom of my very soul that can hide
anymore.
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If god's going to wake her up at three o'clock in the morning then maybe next time he'll wake up
at four o'clock in the morning two o'clock in the morning there was up. It was the gigs over.
There's no there's no hiding anymore. And when you say rock bottom was just like then. It was
like well. Then how will i numb out from these feelings. There's a lot of panic about that. Okay
now what do i do. That was how i coked now. how do i cope. What do i do. And i was also
frightened. That comes so close to an affair. In and i was trying to figure out. How does that
work. I don't even know how to start all that you know. But i guess i had started it at this time we
say how do i cope. I mean were you aware of some of these Trauma and spiritual wounding her.
That you've had or like not really. He didn't know what you are coping from no. I just figured that.
I was evil and bad and and i know i didn't couldn't identify you just knew like i just need this. I
don't exactly know why right. But i've tried life not going to this for a period of time i can. I can
stay away from it. But i have to have it now. So gigs up. you know. that's that's not going to be



an option anymore. It's gonna be a lot more difficult and so then you're thinking i don't know why
i need it but i need it now. I don't know how i'm gonna get it and how we're gonna get. What
would i go and talk to the bishop. Immediate release releases me. I was i was the gospel.
Doctrine teacher a good teacher as a great teacher. And and here's the funny part. I knew the
whole time and knew the gospel is true. And i knew that the church was the vehicle for bringing
the gospel to people ordinances and covenants to correct teachings. But i had come to believe
that the gospel was true for you. And you and you and you like this big umbrella. I like to say at
where. Everybody is protected by the thomas sitting under the umbrella. But i'm way over there.
And i'm so far away. I can't even see the umbrella anymore. So i hope that it would work from
my wife. I hope that it would work for my kids. I love them dearly. I knew it was right. I knew it
was true. But i couldn't do anything about it. I couldn't live. i'd try to failed. I'd spat on the savior
to many times. And i so i couldn't do it so i mean so here we are at rock-bottom does last. I
mean when did hope even begin to sparkle that day the bishops said. There's a new thing in our
stake. Would you do one thing for me. And i said. I'll i'll try something for you but not for me but i
can't do it. I don't care anymore. I'm gonna care but i can't do anything about it. I don't care and
he said well. I've started twelve step program. It's based on the steps of a it's called. Aarp they
meet saturday over in the newnan billing at nine o'clock would you please just attend one
meeting. And what year was this. Roughly fifteen years ago. Fourteen fourteen fifteen years ago
so do the math public school. So yeah so about two thousand six or sound okay and a brand
new or pre in our state so i agree to go and but again i said i have no hope. I have no reason to
believe it's going to work. But i'll do it for you show up saturday. Morning tend to nine. Nobody
comes not even the group leader at the church. The church building was hit in the parking lot.
I'm waiting that's going. Well dang okay. Because it's not really a thing. But i had agreed with
him that i'd go to one so the next saturday went back on o'clock in the morning it's just me and
the group leader and i don't even remember what steph we're on as i recall it was eight or nine.
You know one of the more difficult steps. Maybe but it didn't matter. I felt at lived in darkness so
long and without hope for so long that the feeling the best way to describe it as a spider on the
ceiling above me and he was just dropping a tiny tiny tiny web of hope and it just came down
and it touched my leg s. this tiniest connection hope i hadn't felt that in decades and you knew it
can lift you but it was hoped still eating. It was hope and it touched me and so my heart was
stirred. I knew there was something there and began to seriously. Aarp take seriously the twelve
steps and do as that counselor recommended so many years ago only two ways to get rid of an
addiction either swap at for another or honestly work a twelve step program so i began to work
program and it probably took me total. Maybe gosh two years actually achieve sobriety because
in process i wasn't after sobriety i'd i was learning that what i was afterwards recovery and
healing and i knew it wouldn't be enough to just Attend an underlying some good things in the
aarp book. But i began to really dig into twelve steps in recur the a big book the essay white
book i read tales stories of other people who have in addiction and got out and i say sex sexual
sex hong sounds. Yeah yeah and got pretty regular with my aarp meetings and began doing the
work.
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And and i realized i was truth there and i felt things that i hadn't felt for many many years
because i wasn't instant and that was frustrating. In the lds culture we repented. I'm done on von
the people under the umbrella. I wanna go back in the umbrella. And and i don't want to stay
here in in trying to repent for very long and that's what i in. The twelfth steps now is a lot of
people are coming in. they'll dip their toe and then go okay. That's good. I got that i understand
that. And then they leave and at. That's not recovering. It's not necessarily class. It's really
lifestyle right. You shouldn't should never be called the class. It should be called a lifestyle and
it's not a twelve week program. it's not something you graduate from. It's a step program. If you
do it right it'd probably take a year to really worked program. Did you during this time on your
sort of coming out in. You're receiving professional therapy in these. I mean 'cause. I had some
counseling. Formality social services. Some of it was very valuable so it was less valuable but
part of that has to do with where i was at one thing that i did notice during that time was all the
attention was paid to me. By the counselors and by the bishop. Not enough attention was paid
to my wife. Who really was the innocent victim in all this. So let's get mike a blessing. Let's get
mike and interview. Let's see on mike stewart. And that's one thing. I counsel other leaders now
to please pay attention to the spouses and the children. They are truly the innocence and in a
real way the victim that the excuse me the addict is also an innocent victim of those wounds etc
but but we don't pay enough attention. I don't think to spouse. So what's the next step would
start to start in. The app eventually got called as group leader. After i had about a year sobriety
or so i used to mark my sobriety in days and weeks. Did i tell you that already on the recording.
So you know a twenty four hour coin like they do a a one week in a month You know. And i find
myself. These coins really have that tradition in the aarp world and a one year and then a two
year coin and they were valuable to me. They were important but after several years. I quit
carrying those coins and all i carry now is eight one day at a time coin because while i was
trying to mark progress i realized that kind of like stop donor for thirty days. And we'll ordained
deacon stopped doing it for ninety days and we'll ordain you an elder. I realized that marking
time was less helpful. That i wanted it to be and that i was living in the future when i get a year. I
can do this when i get ten years. I can do this and in reality. What i needed was to stay sober
today. And i tell you in those early asian we talk about seeking recovery inhaling but white
knuckling and some of those somos tools are still important. There were days. When i would say
you know what tomorrow. I'm going to look for the best. And the greatest porn. I've ever seen
tomorrow. I will do that. I will act out tomorrow. I'll start early in the morning. Go too late at night.
And i won't stop. Tell him satisfied but for today for right now just going to hang on right now and
so. It's not all you know. Puppies and rainbows mean recovery. And i'm learning new tools and
i'm never tempted again. That's not how it was for me so you have to pick up every tool. You
encounter along the way if you listen to podcasts. And some part of it applies grab that. Put that
tooling here. That in your quiver. That wasn't helpful to me. That part will great. Don't pick that
up but actually you probably should pick it up because you may end up using it later. So every
single tool along the way was helpful including sometimes you just have to white knuckle
through it. That is not a solution but it's a tool. yeah. I'm glad you mentioned that. Cause
sometimes we sort of dismissed the white knuckling. It's definitely not a long term plan for iraq.
It's it's not gonna work corrente there. Are those moments where you think you know. Okay i'll
do that tomorrow. But today i'm not gonna do that exactly to myself tomorrow. We'll right not a
strategy. That's right that's right. There are some other strategies. I learned along the way One



fellow teachers face replace it. Connect where you instead of cringing when you see a billboard
that's tempting or something or magazine article picture that's tempting. Instead of turning away
and cringing space it recognized Man should beautiful attracted to that. And so you face it.
You're not afraid of it. It has it loses some of its power over you and then you replace it with
truth. She's not mind it's somebody's daughter. Somebody's wife at somebody's history. It's
god's daughter. So i face it instead of running from it i replace it with truth and then connect pick
up the phone. Call somebody and we're not to talk about my temptation. Hey kurt killing me. I'm
dying i say. Hey kurt. how is your fishing expedition this morning. Just connect with somebody.
That was a tool that i learned. That helped me to connection part yet. We wanted to take those
first to say like okay. I'll do those. But because i can do those on my own and You know but
three jau.

00:35:03 - 00:40:19

That's hard but when you do it it's just it's amazing how effective it is right. It matters a you don't
have to reach out and connect necessarily over the temptation. I'm dying here. I just saw you
know this and that and and i can't take it right and i might. I might but what. I really need to
connect this just with another person. Takes me out of the place and then of course. There are
tools like avoiding places where i'd been to buy pornography or stolen it from whatever i've done
you know what i mean. He just can't go there. And so i i had to change lots of thinks about
anything else as far as the recovery process that brings up to the point where maybe some
leadership roles are starting to come into your life. No that was kind of it. So now ben. Serving in
a at a p longtime served in air p for a couple of years as a group leader and slash facilitator and
and then was really surprised after a couple years of sobriety to get a phone call from state
president and he called me to be a counselor to my bishop in my homeward and i would
assume being a facilitator in the paper. He knew they had some history there. He was the state
president that the wealth he replaced. Colonel damned me for ruining fan. And i love him for that
i do. I do but he replaced that stake president and he the he understood everything. And if i t's
the one that had started the passage pornography assistance excuse me pornography addiction
support group in our stake okay and put me as the first group leader over that instead of just
regular air. So i've been serving under him for years. He was fully aware of my past. And that i
have now at this point probably three or four years brief explanation how that worked out
different from a traditional aarp program traditional aarp group addiction recovery program group
will all addictions any and all doesn't matter what it is and it's open to males and females to a
passage s g pornography addiction support group is organized strictly for in our case men who
suffer from pornography addiction. Okay the guidelines are as. I understand him where there's a
passage group than they're supposed to be a wives support group too and is this coming from
churches programmers. Yes yes it is. It is and where there's higher higher density of mormons
than there are some women's passage groups to but in our state we had a men's passage
group men only and all corner sex addicts and then a whim spouses support which my wife
continues to lead the women's support group to this day uncle and then in conjunction. There's
also just the general. Aarp me that's happening outside of those. That's right in our state we
have to general. Aarp meetings one passage for men and once bass important so if a leader



wants to know more about how these passengers were baking the literature in aarp. Or yes i
jokingly tell everybody to go online and search for pornography and what i mean by that is go to
church jesus christ dot org and search for pornography and one of the links there will be in the
provident living and calm has it's organized and can find the groups awesome awesome so
they're calling new bishopric call into a bishopric this early. Two thousand ten. Yeah but that and
it was kind of funny because the high councillor that called me was new and and i said serving
with he says. I don't know if i can tell you that or not because we were getting a new bishop for
three weeks. I had no idea. I said yes but i had no idea who the new would be so great man
who also is already aware of my story by this time andrea and i were starting to talk and be a
little more public. But we'd been in. Aarp passage in the spouse group. Speaking in church we
were. We were started sunday school or starting to starting to be asked to speak in the third
hour meetings. Fifth sunday meetings give a couple of firesides did some youth only things all at
the invitation of the bishops stake president and so we were beginning to be pretty open about
our story. Initially they would ask me to come and speak until my story and then a smart bishop
like we're talking said. Hey andrew has a story to. And i'd like our women to hear it. You think
she'd be willing all. I know she would. And so. we began to tell our story so this this is getting
pretty public and after serving a couple years in the bishopric then we were called for two years
to spanish branch to serve in spanish branch. Then i was calling or just just president. Spanish
branch and andrew served in primer and from there then i was called high council and of my
duties in the high council was to oversee the aarp program. Good favorite thing aarp. Meetings
are the most honest places that i've ever been anywhere in the church or out so high councilor
several years over the program and then about a year ago get a call again from shake president
asking me and andrew to come in and he calls me to be the new bishop of the young singlet or
and so one of the first things we did and i love these kids but one of the first things we did was
organized in covert is in june of covert when or of twenty covert.

00:40:19 - 00:45:03

Yeah Yeah so i call last june Twenty twenty and nightline during that call and extent geneva.
Was there any talk about you. Know to encourage you to be open about your past or not or not
specific direction to do that. But this stake president which is now to away from the marine. This
take president also knew because i was on my council. He's mistake president. There and he
had facilitated training for me to come and talk to the bishops from after come and talk to the
bishops and encouraged me to go to the wards so nothing explicit about the whole reason. I'm
calling you. Because i want to share your story with the kids in the. Why say word but he knew
that that would happen. And he's super super support very loving he he gets it. He gets
addiction he gets. Aarp and all three of them did so starting at. I mean how do you begin to
credit dialogue around that or mean. There's a fifth sunday type of well center. We just a few
days after. I was called. Then we set a fireside. I wanted to catch the kids before they went off to
school. And so the format was Me telling the kids my story. And i put up on the screen up a
picture of a you know crack addict unrecognizable with scars and missing teeth. And i said that's
what you think of when you think of crack addict but then i put this picture of me. Ten years old
cub scout uniform. I said i want you to know that this is what an addict looks like. And so i told



my story almost word for word. Like i've told it to you. This is where i say. A what was it like what
happened. What's it like now. And over the years. I'd say i've attended many a an na meetings
also heartily endorsed them they are wonderful and a alcohols anonymous and audit
announced and so you tend to certifying strengthens. They have a friend there. Yeah you'd have
a friend going there. I'm not like a regular attender and drugs and alcohol. Thank heavens have
not been my for many people from for several friends and so i've attended without that. That's
what i'm talking about the consequences right addictions the shame. The core problem is the
same and the resolution healing is the same but had i chosen a different addiction. I could be
dead now that the path of what would have happened. She did this fireside. And what's the
what's the response to it or it was. They loved it. They love getting to know their bishop. Better
they loved get by having a bishop they could trust. And what do you mean matt trust. Well when
i listened to general conference every once in a while somebody will come and talk about how
he never heard his father speaking to his their mother or they never was arrays voice in their
house. And i didn't know what you're talking about. You're untouchable your unrelatable. And my
whole point of telling the kids my story and they they say it's okay to call my kids because some
of them could be my grandkids. Agewise no disrespect to my young single adults but my kids so
by telling them my story. It wasn't to call attention to myself or say. Hey i was so bad so good
has nothing to do with it. it has to do with. I'm not afraid of you. I'm not afraid of where you ban.
I'm not afraid of what you've done. I love you more important than that. God loves you. And then
i've i've done or really hard to teach him what i would call sort of this boot camp message about.
How god's love is we create false. Gods got who judges me and checklists being punishes me.
And it's just waiting for me to do something wrong and and it's by grace. Where saved after all
we can do. I believe stephen robinson's explanation of what that means after all we can do so
the atonement. God's love is not a reward for doing something good. It's not that the cherry on
top of the sunday as robinson says it's everything it's everything. He's not waiting for me to meet
him halfway. He's not waiting for me to do my part. His love is there and what changes isn't his
love for me as we know but my ability to respond to his love my ability to accept islam. What
advice would you give new bishop. Who maybe doesn't have that history. But he wants to gain
the same level of trust that Maybe you've been able to gain weight. How would you coach them
through. Creating that same dynamic. I would hope that there Ward or stake have a has the
aarp group. I would invite them to attend. I would invite you know when you to an ip group and
you go. Oh there's six people you're going. Oh this is met the only people in the entire state that
have a pornography problem altogether. I'm glad everybody else's safe right.

00:45:03 - 00:50:00

So that's not true but as a bishop they will have access to people with addictions take them to
an aarp meeting attend a meeting with them. And when you lose the tie and don't be bishop
franken. Just just go and try to understand like i did early in my recovery. Read twenty bucks
about or by people who were addicted or about addictions and you'll begin to understand the
see the patterns. You don't have to live it to understand it. I don't think but you do have to try.
You'd have to want to understand. Yeah i think is like taking the steps of trying to engage in that
dialogue whether it's even if you mess up it's like all right. That didn't go. Well i'm gonna try



again Group beer in right and try game and invite maybe speaker to calmer. Have you ever had
a friend with parent or a spouse or something pass away and you say something stupid you
know and then you go. I didn't say that right while. Never say anything ever again to somebody
who has a loved one. Pass away no. That's not the way you do it. You just keep trying and he
keep showing them that your present that you're there that you care and whatever it is we've
worked through this. Yeah that's awesome it didn't just I mean the. Did you feel like your
schedule. Filled up is as bishop or some some. There's there's still some people out there that
think and not talking to them or about them or or that. God's help isn't available for them. Still a
lot of fear around opening up and being honest but yes yes had a great end. And i've had again.
It's not about me it. But i've had a couple of people say share. I'm glad you're my bishop. Glad
you get this. I'm glad you walked this path and recognize some of the some of the stones along
the way. I'm glad you said that you know it's not about me. It probably be really easy to make it
about you. Because it's your story you know but it's more of like articulated in the frame of this is
my interest as my interaction with the divine with with christ's and this is what he did for me. And
why do it for you exactly. This was my interaction. This is how he changed. My heart is how he
helped me heal and recover and through healing and recovery eventually chief sobriety over
fourteen years now but i don't carry a fourteen year coin and he will change your heart to your
not beyond his help. You are not beyond his reach. Yeah that's awesome. It's anything scare
you being a bishop with your story. I mean the the s yourself or do you worry about relapse. I
mean any that. I literally still live one day at a time. I feel like alma where he said that he could
remember the pain of his. Since no more. I still remember why since but the pain part is gone
and you remember when the when the late nights had were pounding on the knee fights and
god made the neophytes burdens light to did not remove them. So i understand that. I could fall
again tomorrow. I understand that. I don't fear that. Because i have a lot of tools to help me cope
with it now. My biggest fear is a bishop is blowing it with these kids but see that's pride based
too because it's not about me. It's about the savior. And so if i can just keep pointing them that
way. Just keep pointing that way. That's the whole purpose of sharon are saying it's not helpful
to share to compare wounds most of the time it sometimes is helpful to share wounds so not
comparing him but sharing and sometimes and for them to know that it can as a place to go
place to find healing so true what would you say to maybe some steak presence listening that
Well let me back up. And i remember as bishop. I have this This exercise went through it. Call
the dark horse candidate. Where maybe we were as a bishopric. We're together Trying to think
of names or individuals to call the different positions in sometimes they were you know
suggesting a named elgin presidents take prisoner. Whatever and i'd often turn to my bishopric
and say okay. I need a dark horse. Candidate like who is just. It's crazy idea right this principle
of like you sort of have to like push against revelation in order for it to push back so i'm going to
say i'm gonna what do you think about this. God you know what about is. Is this crazy enough
that sometimes you would come back and be like. I'm glad you asked. Because i know you were
picked that person but i think that's a good idea and then i realized about current beautiful.
Things happen so well. What would you say to say. Prince who maybe leave some of these
individuals off the list. Because they have that history. Well i really liked the way you phrase that.
Because god's gonna respond to what you take too god it's rare that he says thou shalt call this
man or this woman but he's gonna respond to the candidates that you provide to him Normally
so i would say to the stake president. Take a chance. it's funny.
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You think that you know the history of him him and him and your disqualifying them because you
think you know your history. Well him and him in him over there. Maybe haven't just fully
disclosed all of their history yet. And i would always take the honest guy who's come out and
talked about it over the guy that has not been able to confront it himself because there's more
out there than we know. Yeah and that's a I know that there are probably bishops out. There
released say presence. Individuals are struggling with chain failed transgressions. That they
don't know what to do with and said they of put on that pose at episode. Is they just say well. I'm
just going to carry on. And maybe i'm gonna keep try i'm going to. I'm going to keep trying. And
that's not an evil intent that we don't know another way to carry on. I told you about my quilt
idea. That that i live my life with all these beautiful squares it i quilt that but there was just this
one inky black. Tari filthy square on my quilt. And as long as i kept it in the shadows. And i could
live in this big beautiful bright colored wonderful quilt. And then when i hit rock bottom then
somebody put my quote in the washer and all that contaminated the whole thing and save your
gave me a new quilt. Yeah and a few thoughts come to mind just the exercise of like you know.
Maybe maybe you don't want to roll the dice on this individual because you're not sure about
history than colin. Take him out to lunch and sit down and say tell me the story. How does your
right is important. I mean just sitting here talking to you and hearing is like i have no worry with
bishop hoteling running the show here and like you said all of us could fall right. It can happen
but it experience. The trustees able to build how you leverage some of that history in the
redemption Shared so that's awesome. That's great and the and this. The idea of recognizing
these individuals who may have a history of coming to some extent through the grace of jesus
christ like they're practicing being open and saying like maybe they'll be more like call up the
state brenston. You know this week's a tough week. I have this history. And i'm a little more
vulnerable right now. Can i connect with you. Or i'm i want you know i'm connecting with others
or things like that right. We know the thing about a porn addiction to that we directly associated
with a sex addiction. So we sent a person has looked at a playboy. Then he's also had affairs or
something like yeah you. We go that way well. The person that cuts are you going to keep them
from holding a calling the person that pulls her hair out. Are you going to keep them from
holding a calling the person that has an anger issue. That always has to be right. That the
gambles that completely disqualifying them from serving anywhere and so porn addiction isn't
about sex. There's lots of good people who have a lot to offer that are struggling and are
overcoming prime all right. I'm turning my studio audience. Any i've missed or things. I should
askar. Do we cover it. Do you still work the twelfth step. I do and i've been to twelve step
meetings with some of my people. I don't attend weekly but especially steps ten eleven and
twelve kind of the maintenance steps. I bought a couple of hundred one day at a time coins.
And at that fireside at one we have the end of this month the may i will give a one day at a time
coined every single one of my board members telling them again the story and reminded him
you only live the gospel one day. At a time you can only stay sober one day at a time. You can
only stay clean one day. Everything that is important to do in life can only be done one day at a
time. He cannot relitigate the past. You cannot predict or or or yes. We set goals. But you can't



live in the future. You can only succeed today. With god's help today one day at a time going
back to your umbrella analogy that you saw the umbrella set everybody else but then you
discover the umbrella over the whole time and now you're extending that addiction or that
broken umbrella everybody because we all need the savior. We ought to be under the umbrella.
So here's your point. That's the whole thing that's right and so remember this yeah. And every
time i get my pocket it rattles. And i remember what i'm trying to do. And why and what the
source of the power so somewhere to get one day coin from the recovery dash world dot com
nice van. I get about one hundred at a time. that's cool. that's great any other questions. i
missed. Come up here talking to mike you can tell who you are and where you're from but you
don't have to Sean from lehigh. Shove a quick question. What would you say or advice. would
you give to friends. Family ward members of those who are in the circle of a recovering addict.
How that is a great question and really the bottom line is to love them and to continue to point
them towards the savior. I realized as an attic that talking to my wife about somebody was
bugging me as it in my addiction. Somebody was bugging me in the war one day. And i said i i
don't understand.

00:55:00 - 01:00:16

Why are they like that and blah blah. And she says you know what your problem is she says
you don't love anybody because you don't love yourself and i realized that that was eventually
not immediately but realized that that was the key and so as i began to allow god's love to come
to me. This is the order it happened for me. Then i was able to eventually feel love back for god
and then the most incredible thing happened that i never thought would i began to love myself
but only in that order. I could never love myself until i love god back and i could never love him
until i accepted his love for me and then after i began to love myself then i was able to begin to
love god's other children and so the answer to those that are in the circle of living family and
friends circle of those that are in addiction is to continue loving them to continue showing grace
for them to continue to accept them to continue to connect with them. Do not need to be
isolated. They don't need to be told it's wrong. They get that they don't need to be rejected.
They need to be embraced. loved accepted. Held any other questions. You mentioned that You
the bishops and the leadership shen forget about the victims true victims. What would you
recommend what suggestions would recommend to really help those victims. Well it should and
by victims. I'm talking about the spouse of the addict right and remember that. Believe that the
addict himself or herself is a victim. Okay but when we're talking about the spouse or the porn
addict or the sex addict specifically it starts with interviewing them offering them blessings
checking in with them making sure the relief site presidents aware that they i see you. I see you
instead of going to work on him. And i hope you're okay to it just gets forgotten not that they're
intentionally being ignored but they are being ignored. That spouse starts with frequent if you're
saying the addict once a week. Initially you should be saying the spouse once a week and you
should talk to them separately and find out where they're at and where their heart is and what
their feelings are and there should be a lot of dialogue between a priest. Later and the spouse
and i remember my experiences. A bishop like that just how important that relationship was that.
I remember few instances where i've thought okay. I need to reach out to the white but the wife



is like going to throw his betrayal. Trump was like ok because of you husband. Now i have to
talk with the bishop. I don't even know him. It's so awkward. The last thing you want to do is
walk in that office. And so i would feel like they would submitted. I'm i'm fine. I'm fine right. So
sometimes it's the long haul he sort of have to keep connecting and encouraging and building
relationship there. Hopefully you have. You're already doing that. So when these things blow up
at the right things come up as surprises and maybe the hasn't established a relationship with
either one right a deep relationship yet. The other thing is the bishops. Take president to offer
counseling services now there. Vcu jarvis yep it matters it matters twelve steps therapy and
someone who's not just any therapists but you know really get someone who's maybe have
some experience with this episode betrayal trauma you mentioned that phrase is a real thing it's
real and just like addiction israel and so yeah we need to. We need to be more aware that. I
believe nice all right. I got one more question for you. Just reflecting back in your in your
experience as a leader you know obviously more formal leadership but your experience being a
leader in this addiction recovery world house being a leader helped to become a better follower
of jesus. Christ oh that's important. Because as i've come to learn who he really is not who i
thought he and the father were you know credit. I'm not sure if that's the order. I'm not sure if
being a leader helped me be a better follower. I think that learning to be a true follower of him is
what has helped me to be if i have any skills as lead. I think that's what helped me to be a good
leader understanding who he is you know. Joseph smith said we have to know the true nature of
god in order to have faith in him and most of my life. I didn't understand who god was. I had a
false. God placed up there. And that's who. I thought i worshiped and who was gonna punish
me. And who was after me but entering recovery finding healing has allowed me to be a better
follower and that's has allowed me just sharing that testimony of who god is and who the savior
is allowed me to be for eleven months a decent leader. I think that concludes this episode of the
leading saints. Podcasts we'd love to hear from you about your questions or thoughts or
comments. You can either leave a comment on the post related to this episode at leading saints
dot org or go to leading saints dot org slash contact and send us your perspective or questions.
If there's other episodes or topics you'd like to hear on the leading saints podcasts. Google
leading saints dot org slash contact and sheriff's information there and we would love for you to
share this with any individual you think this apply to especially maybe individuals in your world
council or other leaders that you may know who would really appreciate the perspectives that
we discussed and remind you once again to text.
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The word lead to four seven four seven four seven in order to subscribe to the leading saints
weekly newsletter.


